Introduction
• Motive ! Deal with the Web latency and bandwidth issues ! Web prefetching strategies
• Performance Gains ! Average speed-up > 50% ! Average network byte overhead < 150%
• 
WebCompanion Features
• Hyperlink Filters (before prefetching) ! Protocol filter 
Experimental Results
P. 12
DNS caching
• Access Time Differences for Average-case ! Direct access first, WebCompanion access second P. 13
Experimental Results
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User idle time is longer
• Access Time Differences for Average-case ! WebCompanion access first, direct access second P. 15
Experimental Results
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Average access time is shorter
Summary
• Advantage ! It can deal with pages that have not been visited ! It takes the round trip time into consideration ! It exhibits 7.5% speedup in the pessimistic case ! It exhibits 50% speedup in the average case
• Weakness ! Average deviation of RTT=54.9% ! Error-prone decision of a new session ! Local cache on the browser must be turned off ! Network and server caching effects cannot be isolated
